Fish Tank

I have a really cool fish tank lots of excitin things inside. Their is guppies, tetras, and a tiny shark inside. Also, their are three snail that climb up the glass walls. They eate the green algae and keep the tank clean. A frog named flipper also live in the tank, but he usually hide under the rocks. It’s fun to watch all the different creatures in mi tank.
Editing: How many mistakes can you find?

Fish Tank

I have a really cool fish tank with lots of exciting things inside. There are guppies, tetras, and a tiny shark inside. Also, there are three snails that climb up the glass walls. They eat the green algae and keep the tank clean. A frog named Flipper also lives in the tank, but he usually hides under the rocks in my tank.

Skills:
missing words, spelling, homophones there/their, subject-verb agreement, plural nouns, punctuation, capitalizing names